Med Student Documentation
This is a Tip sheet for Medical Students who write a note that will be attested by their supervising physician .

Companion to Med Student E-Learning
1. Log in to Epic with your user name and password

2. Upon logging in, the Department selection screen opens. Enter the name of your Preceptor’s department.

3. The Dashboard is your default screen. From this screen click the patient lists Startup Activity, the third tab in the upper left
corner.
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4. Within Patient Lists, you can find your patients by using the “Search All Patients” in the upper right. Alternatively, use
Available Lists. In the Available Lists, search for patients by using the provider or by the unit and floor.

5. Double click on your patient’s name to open the chart
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6. You are taken to the patient’s chart

7. Click on the Notes Activity. (all other Activities are in a READ ONLY format).
8. Click on New note
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9. As a medical student, you will have access to Consults, Discharge Summary, H&P, Progress Notes. You will find these
options by using the search tool.

10. Choose the type of note. For this example, we will use a progress note.
11. Before starting your note be sure that today’s preceptor name is in the Cosigner box. This will automatically default to
your last supervising provider.
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12.For your note you will use the smart text or smart phrase that your preceptor has shared with you. In this example we will
use a smart phrase called Test Progress note. To access this phrase use a . (dot) and begin with the first letter, in this case a
“t”. this will bring in the Progress Note. Double click on the TESTPROGNOTE.

13. Your note will automatically populate with information pulled in from your patient’s chart, (these are called SmartLinks).
To navigate through the note, place your cursor at the beginning of the note and use the F2 key on your keyboard. This will
bring you to the first piece of documentation. If you see ***, this is called a Wild Card, here you will use free text. You may
also see SmartLists—If your choices are yellow, you will choose one option. If your choices are blue, you can choose more
than one option. To put your choices from a smart list into the note use the mnemonic “left to pick, right to stick” to
remember which mouse button to use. Continue through your note using the F2 key. Sign your note. It will be routed to your
preceptor for them to attest
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Consult Notes
If there is a Consult Order, associate it with the Consult Note and continue with the above steps to sign the note.

When you have completed and signed your note, it will be routed to your preceptor to be attested.
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